Shipbuilding continues to be a handwork process, where many shipyard's facilities are poorly optimized, and there is not flexibility enough for more complex manufacturing techniques. In order to provide solutions, shipbuilding sector is emerging with the purpose of dinamizing its R&D environment, developing advanced tools to make easier the technological evolution of the sector. The proposed solution is a hyper-flexible welding robotic cell with 9 degrees of freedom (6 axes robot arm unit mounted on a 3 axes XYZ gantry) adapted to small batch manufacturing. The cell is programmed in a CAD (Computer Aided Design) environment allows to implement automatic welding sequences to an inexperienced programmer: 'Offline automatic system programming'.
Introduction
The European maritime technology sector is an industry driven by innovation that includes design, construction, maintenance and reparation of vessels, which are progressively getting more complex and technology advanced in shipbuilding manufacturing. The shipbuilding, maritime equipment and ship maintenance, repair and conversion (SMRC) industry employs more than 500,000 people (civil and naval, new building, and repair yards), directly and indirectly, and the average annual turnover is around 91bn€ [1] . The European shipbuilding industry is a dynamic and competitive sector. It is important from both an economic and social perspective [2] . It is also linked to other sectors including transport, security, energy, research, and environment. There are about 150 large shipyards in Europe, of which around 40 are active in the global market for large seagoing commercial vessels [3] .
However, shipbuilding continues to be a handwork process, where many shipyard's facilities are poorly optimized. The industrial robotics design is oriented to large series, results in that is economically unviable for small and medium enterprises (SME) due to small batch sizes. Robot work cells should adapt to variations in shape and size of the parts to process. There are solutions of flexible robotic cells in shipbuilding sector, [4] and [5] . However, the development is not flexible enough and the parameters cannot be modified using a CAD program.
The proposed solution is a hyper-flexible welding robotic cell, with nine axes fully coordinated. The robot is a KUKA model with 6 dof (degrees of freedom) assembled upside-down to a three axes XYZ gantry. This cell uses an off-line programming method to allow the final users to program a robot in an intuitive way, quickly, and with a high-level of abstraction from the robot language. Besides, the system is provided with a part localization system based on machine vision.
The main topic of this development is a CAD based software to program this robotic cell in an easy way, allowing welding sequence arrangements to an inexperienced programmer: 'Offline automatic system programming'. Hence, the worker is capable of configuring the welding parameters and programming the robot in an automatic way, generating the robot trajectories and sending them automatically to the robot system, without using the teach pendant.
The machine vision locates the part to be welded. This cell has two cameras embarked on the gantry to scan the work space; the software combines multiple images with overlapping fields of view, producing a high-resolution image, locates the part into the created one and calculates its pose -position and orientation-, which is sent to the robot. The software is embedded in the open source software FreeCAD, in order to make it accessible for SMEs. In this program, a complete workbench was created using Python language. The user selects in the CAD model the joints he wants to weld and adds welding parameters -e.g. voltage, current…-and location parameters-e.g. the reference system-. The welding trajectory points are extracted from the CAD, and the pose of the part to be welded is coming from machine vision system. All the data are stored in a configuration file in XML (Extensible Markup Language) format that associates CAD data with process parameters, getting an enriched CAD/CAM file.
With all the data parameterized, it is necessary to calculate the coordinates of points belonging to each joint, and generate with them a .dat file -KUKA file format that stored the path points-, that is sent to the robot. The calculation of the trajectory takes into account the coordinated movement of the nine axes. All the process instructions are sent to the robot controller from the workbench created on FreeCAD. This is carried out through a communication between the robot and the application developed, based on sending and receiving an XML structure.
With this software CAD based, manually programmed paths are replaced with automatic off-line path generation. This system is adapted to small batch manufacturing with different parts designs; the system is 'easy work' so inexperienced personnel can use it. Moreover, this adaptive cell is more productive than a conventional robotic system.
Robotic cell
The hyper-flexible cell consists of a 3 axes XYZ gantry and a 6-axes robot arm assembled together (Fig.  1 )Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.. with a working area dimensions of 5x4x1.5m. Anthropomorphic arm robot is assembled upside-down to the gantry, which works as an external positioning system, improving the range, accessibility and orientation during the process. The robot controller is provided with a seam tracker based on welding current feedback and weave function to absorb possible deviations and inaccuracies.
